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Food Costs bakgroond in next ten years
According to new report of FAO and OECD, the 

avrage cost of food materials will decrease in next 10 
years. They have forecasted that the increase per hectar 
and declining of global demand for food will gradually 
decrease food costs. From 2015 to 2024 the prices of 
crude oil, fertilizers and energy inputs in agriculture 
sector will decrease, too.

No need legal ground for meat export
Deputy of Jihad Keshvarzi Ministry in 

Commerce affairs announced: No need to le-
gal ground for meat export from Tir 22/ July 
13. To facilitate the export of stall – fed ani-
mals, exporters have to act healthy and xuara-
tine orders to next date, and no need any legal 
ground from Jihad – e – Keshavarzi ministry.

Iran and Netherlands Will Expand their Cooprations
Iran and Netherlands Cooprations 

in agriculture sector was surveyed 
in a meeting between Jihad Kesha-
varzi Minister and Netherlands Em-
basador. Eng. Hojati emphasized on 
rapidity of both countries coopra-
tion specially on intensive cultures 
and greenhouses to produce flowers 
and vegetabels. He added that Iran 
is ready to begin the cooprations in 
scientific and training fields.
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Editorial:
Hard volatile prices to annihilate Poultry industy

Some crops and poultry and egg are governmental products. 
But a battle in Producing these foods, not only treathens the Pro-
ducers but also the capability and efficiency of every gocern-
ment. Poutlry Producers must know that the government is sorry 
about this condition and try to prevail over it.

Government has tried to make a stability in inputs like soymeal, 
corn and Barley but this volatile in poultry industry is caused to 
other factors.

Expectaions after removing the sanctions
Auther belives that the Iran and 5+1 agreement about 

Iranian nuclear deal is more important than the SALT 1 
and 2 between USA and Soviet Union.

The negotiations during 23 months showed that dip-
lomatic behavior is preferable than treathen by annihi-
lating war. After removing the sanctions Iranians expect 
a great change in their life, but at the other side, the big 
companies and monopoles want to act like the past years. 
People are pessimistic bout this challenge and the gov-
ernment responsible must be very careful about the future situation.

“Agriculture expanding motor” and its challenges
A  Bank is a Bank, not a money box, and the Bank Keshacarzi is not 

an exception. Someodies think that by the reasion of belonging of this 
Bank to government it has to doall of the government policies. These 
individuals can not claim who are the agriculture sector supporters.

Nearly, all of the farmers belive that the Bank keshavarzi is the only 
supporter to them. To insure the agricultural crops against natural 
damages, Providing enough money for buying agricultural machi-
naries, in addition to comman banking affairs. So, To bear more pres-
sure To this Bank it will put in Unbalanced condition.
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